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MISSION 
Accelerate 
breakthroughs in 
lifesaving research 
and empower people 
everywhere to conquer 
cancer. 

VISION 
A world 
where cancer is 
prevented or cured, 
and every survivor is 
healthy. 

- PEOPLE· DISCOVERY· IMPACT

PEOPLE 
Breakthroughs in cancer care help people everywhere. Donors 

connect the brightest minds in cancer research to the resources 
they need to provide treatments all patients deserve. 

"We've got this." 

In 2021, you met Kenedi Schoeneck and her family from Wisconsin. 
Kenedi was only six years old when she was diagnosed with a rare 
childhood malignancy in her kidney known as Wilms’ tumor. Worse still, 
the tumor had burst, increasing the risk of cancer spreading to other 
parts of Kenedi’s body.

"As a parent, when you see that CT scan up on the screen, you’re 
completely breaking down," remembers her dad, Dylan. "Our doctor was 
staying super calm. I asked her, 'Are you staying calm to keep us calm, 
or are you staying calm because you’ve got this?' She just looked me 
right in the eye and said, 'We’ve got this.'"

Decades ago, oncologists like Kenedi’s doctor,  Wendy Allen-Rhoades, 
MD, PhD at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, wouldn’t have been 
able to speak with such confidence. Four out of every five children with 
Kenedi’s form of cancer did not survive. Patients like Kenedi are 
benefitting from years of studies, clinical trials, and research into the 
Wilms’ tumor, and from researchers like Dr. Allen-Rhoades. A Young 
Investigator Award (YIA) grant from Conquer Cancer launched Dr. 
Allen-Rhoades' research, which guided her as she saw Kenedi through 
15 rounds of chemotherapy, surgery, and seven rounds of radiation – 
all during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Today, Kenedi is healthy, and she and her family bravely tell their 
survival story with gratitude for Conquer Cancer donors who make 
lifesaving treatments possible.
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DISCOVERY 
Cancer Research Saves Lives™, which is why we value the 

relentless pursuit of scientific discovery. Discoveries lead to 
breakthroughs. Breakthroughs lead to cures. 

"Cancer research requires 
times, patience and 
persistence."
When a patient is diagnosed with prostate cancer, a doctor might 
predict the success of the treatment based on clinical trials. While the 
information clinical trials provide is extremely valuable, "it is not 
precision medicine," says  Harshraj Leuva, MD. In 2021, Dr. Leuva, a 
hematology oncology fellow at SUNY Downstate Health Sciences 
University, was granted a Young Investigator Award to optimize drug 
development for veterans with prostate cancer. Dr. Leuva's work aims 
to provide more individualized, real-time decision-making for patients 
and could potentially change how doctors manage prostate cancer on 
an individual basis.

Dr. Leuva is one of more than 300 researchers supported by 
Conquer Cancer donors in 2021. Conquer Cancer researchers 
represent more than 78 countries and study every type of cancer.

When a research grant is awarded, hope is born – for the scientists 
whose ideas could change the course of cancer care and especially 
for the patients waiting for a cure. Breakthroughs do not happen 
overnight, but every day scientists are at work, we move closer to our 
vision of a world where every cancer is prevented or cured, and every 
survivor is healthy.

"Cancer research requires time, patience, and persistence,” said Dr. 
Leuva. “Donors provide us protected time and the ability to focus on 
important research questions that lead to unbiased discovery and 
breakthroughs in our understanding of treatment of cancer."

IMPACT 

Everything we do is designed to accelerate the impact in progress 
toward improving resources and care for every cancer, every 

patient, everywhere. 

ASCO Connection 

"It was an amazing privilege to 
work with patients and learn their 
stories." 

During Summer 2021, 29 students participated in the inaugural sessions 
of the ASCO Oncology Summer Internship (OSI). OSI is an immersive 
summer pilot program for rising second-year medical students from 
populations underrepresented in medicine (URiM).

With support from Conquer Cancer donors, the four-week program 
launched at select medical schools across the United States to help seed 
a more diverse oncology workforce. "It was an amazing privilege to work 
with patients and learn their stories," said one student. "I was moved by 
these interactions and my convictions for pursuing oncology were 
solidified."

Gifts to Conquer Cancer not only fund lifesaving research, they also 
support vital programs to help make cancer care more accessible for 
people everywhere.
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Read hovi COoquer cancer donors make cancer 
care more equrtatle 

Your gifts to Conquer Cancer make breakthroughs in cancer research and care possible. Thank you to our generous 
donors. View a listing of  supporters here.
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. Corporate 48% 

. Foundation 36%

Individual 16% 

EXPENSES 

. Programs 73% 

. Fundraising 24% 

Administration 3% 
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2021 Financials 

REVENUES 
Corporate S 10,301,278 
Foundation $7,830,383 
Individual $3 428 029 
TOTAL REVENUES S21.559.690 

EXPENSES 
Programs 
Fund raising 
Administration 
TOTAL EXPENSES 

S20.670.996 
S6.903.696 

$831.492 
S28.406.184 

Operating Income $6 846 495 
e,Lon=,gc,T.,,e,.,_rm=lnc,c,e,,,st,,,m.,,en=.,.t ______ �Sl.Uila2 
Change in Net Assets $328 387 

Change in Unrestricted Net Assets $4 363 480 
Change in Res1rlc1ed Net Assets S4 035 073 

Unrestricted Net Assets Beginning of Year $42 169 176 
Restricted Net Assets Beginning of Year S56,504

1
909 

Unrestricted Net Asse1s End of Year $46,S32656 
Restricted Net Assets End of Year S52.469,836 

Conquer Cancer, the ASCO Foundation 
2318 Mill Rd, Suite 800 

Alexandria, VA, 22314 

571-483-1700 
info@conquer.org
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2021 Impact Report 
In 2021, Conquer Cancer®, the ASCO Foundation, debuted plans for an ambitious Five-Year Outcome:

Increase our investment in cancer researchers and elevate the scientific innovation needed to deliver quality, equitable 
care for patients everywhere — because Cancer Research Saves Lives™.

2021 was a year of renewal for Conquer Cancer. As donors matched our passions with their generosity, we made a 
commitment to double our investment in cancer research and vital programs to $58 million by 2025.

To underscore our commitment and to align more closely with ASCO, Conquer Cancer updated its mission, vision, and 
values.

http://www.conquer.org
https://www.facebook.com/ConquerCancerFoundation
https://twitter.com/ConquerCancerFd
https://www.instagram.com/conquercancerfoundation/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ConquerCancerFdtn
https://support.conquer.org/page/101358/action/1?chain
https://www.conquer.org/about/our-donors/top-donors
https://support.conquer.org/page/100860/action/1
https://www.conquer.org/news/conquer-cancer-updates-mission-vision-adopts-values-inspired-its-donors
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Up3cTIivdQM
https://www.conquer.org/cancer-research/meet-researchers
https://www.conquer.org/news/study-centered-veterans-could-help-all-patients-prostate-cancer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgXM5WH3lVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-2KUUwdbq4
https://conquer.org/news/highlights-pilot-asco-oncology-summer-internship
youtube.com/watch?v=vMhEAe0D6R4
http://digitaledition.qwinc.com/publication/?i=693673
https://conquer.org/impact/your-stories/wendy-allen-rhoades-md-phd-searches-signals-predict-presence-cancer
https://www.conquer.org/news/study-centered-veterans-could-help-all-patients-prostate-cancer
https://www.conquer.org/news/study-centered-veterans-could-help-all-patients-prostate-cancer
https://conquer.org/news/highlights-pilot-asco-oncology-summer-internship
https://www.conquer.org/about/our-donors/edi-initiative-supporters
https://www.conquer.org/about/our-donors
http://www.conquer.org
mailto:info@conquer.org
http://www.conquer.org
https://support.conquer.org/page/101358/action/1?chain
https://www.conquer.org/about/our-donors/top-donors
https://support.conquer.org/page/100860/action/1



